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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
G’Day from Pedro,
Max is flat out moving 30 years worth of collected gear after the sale of his
house and asked me to say a few words on his behalf.
With regret I have to advise that our Member John O’Neill passed away
Saturday 23 March 2013. Beryl is in contact with Bev and will advise on
further details as they become available.
Those that could attend had a fantastic trip to Maleny and Baroon Dam on 22 March and
thanks to our bus drivers, cooks and organisers of the food. I liked the cheese cake but others
insisted on having some before I got back for seconds.
On behalf of Max and I, see you at the GM on the 1st of April.(Yes it is on.)
Regards
Pedro

DATES TO REMEMBER

01 APR 2013

Monthly Meeting

Redcliffe RSL

TOBRUK LOUNGE

10.30 a.m.
05 APR 2013

MONTHLY BBQ AT JAMIESON PARK SCARBOROUGH 10.30 FOR 11.00

13 MAY 2013

FUNDRAISER BBQ AT BUNNINGS. VOLUNTEERS REQ’D PLEASE!!!!!

INTRODUCING OUR WELFARE OFFICERS

CAROL FRASER

GUS FRASER

JOHN CLARKSON
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BERYL NEILL

PADDY NEILL

Our Welfare Officers live in the following areas for your information. Please contact the Officer
closest to your address if help needed or contact the Officer of your choice if you so wish.
ALBANY CREEK

BURPENGARY

NARANGBA

Carol Fraser

07 3264 1797

0427 174 469

Gus Fraser

07 3264 1797

0427 174 469

Paddy Neill

07 5428 7853

Beryl Neill

07 5428 7853

John Clarkson

07 3385 6176

0427 570 723

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
If a man is in a forest talking to himself with no women around, is he still
Wrong?
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Sharing the Memories
We’re here to help a family honour the
life of a loved one with a fitting tribute.
A celebration of the loved one’s life.
A thoughtful service that brings family
and friends together to share the
memories of a lifetime of love.

For funeral arrangements
to meet every need and
every budget we’re only
a phone call away.

A Local Family Company

Freecall
All Areas

1800 672 331

All Hours

www.traditionalfunerals.com.au

Proudly owned and operated by the Jarvie and Dart families
Since 1994.
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MORNING TEA BAROON TRIP
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V

ET BAY REDCLIFFE TPI

Feelfree Moken 12 sea worthy kayak deluxe version 13 ft, sunrise yellow,
purchased July 2009.
Features fishfinder, moulded seat, built in rod holders, storage
compartments. Manufacturers certificate of origin-trailer registered to 4/13.
Added accessories: Life Jacket, Rubber Boots, Paddle and Rubber Pants.
Trailer is fully foldable for easy storage.
$2000 Negotiable

Pick up only from Kippa Ring 4020.

Pam Kirkhope

0402656118

Elfa Wine Cooler Fridge as new. Wooden racks, temperature control for red
wine, white wine and sparkling wine.
Holds 20 bottles.
Comes with instruction manual.
Cost $670 new.
$300 Pick up only from Kippa Ring 4020.

Pam Kirkhope

0402656118

2.5 HP Air Compressor ---no further use.
$75.00 ONO.
Ken Rays 07 38820911
Mob: 0419865119

Qty 1 Boat Trailer light board

never used

$50

Qty 1 Bicycle rack for a car

used once holds 2 bikes

$50

Qty 1 Solar Panel 80 watt

portable, fitted with Anderson plug

$50

Qty 1 2 Burner gas stove

used once c/w BBQ plate and stand

$50

Contact John Dolton on 38881656 or 0418075229
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"Air Story" out of Vietnam
By Lawrence E. Pence - Colonel, USAF (Ret)
For most servicemen who served in Vietnam , the Freedom Bird was that civil airliner which took them back
to the land of the big PX at the end of their tour. Mine was a bit different sort of Freedom Bird.
In mid-1967, as a junior Air Force Captain, I was detailed to 7th AF Hq in Saigon as an Air Technical
Intelligence Liaison Officer, short name: ATLO (the "I" gets left out, as people look strangely at anyone who
calls himself an ATILO, thinking he is somehow related to Atilla the Hun). My job was to provide 7AF and the
air war the best technical intelligence support that the Foreign Technology Division of AF Systems Command
(my parent organization) could provide, in whatever area or discipline needed. Also I was to collect such
technical intelligence as became available. This was a tall order for a young Captain, and this assignment
provided much excitement, including the Tet Offensive.
At that time, Operation Rolling Thunder was underway, the bombing of military targets in North Vietnam .
The weather in NVN was often lousy, making it difficult to find and accurately strike the assigned targets, so
a radar control system was set up to direct the strike force to their targets.This system was installed in a
remote, sheer-sided karst mountain just inside Laos on the northern Laos/NVN border. The site could be
accessed only by helicopter or a tortuous trail winding up the near-vertical mountainside, so it was judged
to be easily defensible.
The mountaintop was relatively flat and about 30 acres in size. On it was a tiny Hmong village called Phu
Pha Ti, a small garrison of Thai and Meo mercenaries for defense, a helicopter pad and ops shack for the
CIA-owned Air America Airline, and the radar site, which was manned by "sheep-dipped" US Air Force
enlisted men in civilian clothes. Both the US and NVN paid lip service to the fiction that Laos was a neutral
country, and no foreign military were stationed there, when in reality we had a couple of hundred people
spread over several sites, and NVN had thousands on the Ho Chi Minh trail in eastern Laos. This particular
site was called Lima (L for Laos ) Site 85. The fighter-bomber crews called it Channel 97 (the radar
frequency), and all aircrews called it North Station, since it was the furthest north facility in "friendly"
territory. Anywhere north of North Station was bad guy land.
The Channel 97 radar system was an old SAC precision bomb scoring radar which could locate an aircraft to
within a few meters at a hundred miles. In this application, the strike force would fly out from Lima Site 85 a
given distance on a given radial, and the site operators would tell the strike leader precisely when to release
his bomb load. It was surprisingly accurate, and allowed the strikes to be run at night or in bad weather.
This capability was badly hurting the North Vietnamese war effort, so they decided to take out Lima Site 85.
Because of the difficulty of mounting a ground assault on Lima Site 85, and its remote location, an air strike
was planned. Believe it or not, the NVNAF chose biplanes as their "strike bombers!"
This has to be the only combat use of biplanes since the 1930's. The aircraft used were Antonov designed
AN-2 general purpose 'workhorse" biplanes with a single 1000hp radial piston engine and about one ton
payload. Actually, once you get past the obvious "Snoopy and the Red Baron" image, the AN-2 was not a
bad choice for this mission. Its biggest disadvantage is, like all biplanes, it is slow. The Russians use the An-2
for a multitude of things, such as medevac, parachute training, flying school bus, crop dusting, and so on.
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An AN-2 just recently flew over the North Pole. In fact, if you measure success of an aircraft design by the
criteria of number produced and length of time in series production, you could say that the AN-2 is the most
successful aircraft design in the history of aviation!
The NVNAF fitted out their AN-2 "attack bombers with a 12 shot 57mm folding fin aerial rocket pod under
each lower wing, and 20 250mm mortar rounds with aerial bomb fuses set in vertical tubes let into the floor
of the aircraft cargo bay. These were dropped through holes cut in the cargo bay floor. Simple hinged bombbay doors closed these holes in flight.

The pilot could salvo his bomb load by opening these doors. This was a pretty good munitions load to take
out a soft, undefended target like a radar site. Altogether, the mission was well planned and equipped and
should have been successful, but Murphy's Law prevailed.
A three plane strike force was mounted, with two attack air-craft and one standing off as command and
radio relay. They knew the radar site was on the mountaintop, but they did not have good intelligence as to
its precise location, It was well camouflaged, and could not be seen readily from the air. They also did not
realize that we had "anti-aircraft artillery" and "air defense interceptor" forces at the site. Neither did we
realize this.
The AN-2 strike force rolled in on the target, mistook the Air America ops shack for the radar site, and
proceeded to ventilate it. The aforementioned "anti-aircraft artillery" force - one little Thai mercenary about
five feet tall and all balls- heard the commotion, ran out on the helicopter pad, stood in the path of the
attacking aircraft spraying rockets and bombs everywhere, and emptied a 27-round clip from his AK-47 into
the AN-2, which then crashed and burned.
At this juncture, the second attack aircraft broke off and turned north towards home.
The "air defense interceptor" force was an unarmed Air America Huey helicopter which was by
happenstance on the pad at the time, the pilot and flight mechanic having a Coke in the ops shack. When
holes started appearing in the roof, they ran to their Huey and got airborne, not quite believing t he sight of
two biplanes fleeing north. Then the Huey pilot, no slouch in the balls department either, realized that his
Huey was faster than the biplanes! So he did the only thing a real pilot could do -attack!
The Huey overtook the AN-2's a few miles inside North Vietnam , unknown to the AN-2's as their rearward
visibility is nil. The Huey flew over the rearmost AN-2 and the helicopter's down-wash stalled out the upper
wing of the AN-2.
Suddenly the hapless AN-2 pilot found himself sinking like a stone! So he pulled the yoke back in his lap and
further reduced his forward speed. Mean-while, the Huey flight mechanic, not to be outdone in the macho
contest, crawled out on the Huey's skid and, one-handed, emptied his AK-47 into the cockpit area of the AN2, killing or wounding the pilot and copilot. At this point, the AN-2 went into a flat spin and crashed into a
mountainside, but did not burn.
A couple of firsts: (1) The first and only combat shootdown of a biplane by a helicopter, and (2) The first
known CIA air-to-air victory.

As an addition to this story, there is a painting of this shoot down on prominent display at the University of
Texas Dallas Research Library in Richardson Texas. Also, the throttle quadrant from the downed AN-2 is
displayed along with other Air America memorabilia. Have you ever seen an Air America one kilo gold
bracelet? Not many of those around. Last year, the CIA finally turned over all of the Air America records to
UTD. There was a reunion of dozens of CIA and Air America personnel at the event which included several
panel discussions open to the public. The helicopter involved was actually a civilian Bell 205 which looks like
the Bell UH-1H or Huey.
WJY
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485 Gympie Road KEDRON
QLD’S NUMBER ONE SELLING KIA DEALERSHIP
IN 2011

YOUR NEW CAR TPi SALES REPRESENTATIVE

STEVE
(07) 3632 3400

HORNE
or
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0414 637 037

Here are the answers to last month (with the questions in case you forgot what they were)
THE AUSTRALIAN TOMB OF THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
Questions:

1. Where is the unknown Australian Soldier laid to rest in Canberra Australia?
2. In what year were plans first put forward?
3. What year as the Australian Unknown Soldier brought home?
4. Where did he lay in state before reinterment?
5. When was he interred in Australia?
6. What is significant about his coffin?
7. What was interned with him?
8. Who delivered the eulogy when he was reinterred?

Answers

1. His Tomb is in the Hall of Memory at the Australian War Memorial, Canberra.
2. First put forward in the 1920s The Hall of Memory.
3. It was not until 1993.
4. He lay in state in King’s Hall in Old Parliament House.
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5. On 11th November 1993.
6. It is a Tasmanian Blackwood coffin.
7. A slouch hat, a sprig of wattle and soil from the Pozieres battlefield.
8. The Hon. P. J. Keating MP, the then Prime Minister of Australia.
From the official website:
The Tomb of the Unknown Australian Soldier in the Hall of Memory
Plans for a tomb for an Australian unknown soldier were but it that someone was at last
brought home. With great reverence, the remains of an unknown Australian were removed
from a cemetery in France in 1993 and transported to Australia. After lying in state in King’s
Hall in Old Parliament House, he was interred in the Hall of Memory at the Memorial.
The Unknown Australian Soldier was buried in a Tasmanian Blackwood coffin, with a slouch
hat and a sprig of wattle, and soil from the Pozieres battlefield was scattered on his tomb. He
represents all Australians who have been killed in war.

And you thought there was no such place?

You will all be so pleased to receive this....... How many times have we been 'up there
without one!'
This is a well known location in County Clare , Ireland apparently.
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